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 Foreword 
 
This paper presents a straightforward approach to the problem of morphological 
processing. Specifically, a DAWG (Directed Acyclic Word Graph) is used to store 
both the lexicon and the accompanied morphological information, in such a way that 
both morphological analysis and synthesis can be reduced to a search in the graph. We 
have used the algorithms described in "Two Algorithms for Incremental Construction 
of Directed Acyclic Word Graphs" for the creation and update of the structure and the 
morphological information presented in "A PC-KIMMO-Based Morphological 
Analysis of Modern Greek" and "A Morphological Description of Modern Greek 
using the Two-Level Model". 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we present a lexicon-based approach 
to the problem of morphological processing. Full-
form words, lemmas and grammatical tags are in-
terconnected in a DAWG. Thus, the process of 
analysis/synthesis is reduced to a search in the 
graph, which is very fast and can be performed 
even if several pieces of information are missing 
from the input. The contents of the DAWG are up-
dated using an on-line incremental process. The 
proposed approach is language independent and it 
does not utilize any morphophonetic rules or any 
other special linguistic information. 
Keywords: Morphology, Directed Acyclic Word 
Graphs, Lexicon Structures 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The morphological processing problem can be 
summarised in two separate tasks: (a) given a word 
form, determine its lemma and its grammatical de-
scription (this is known as morphological analysis) 
and (b) given a lemma and a set of intended 
grammatical features, determine the corresponding 
inflected form (this is known as morphological 
synthesis). There is also a third option: given a 
word in any form and a set of intended grammati-
cal features, change the word to the corresponding 
inflected form; but this can be reduced easily to a 
combination of the two aforementioned tasks.  
 The problem is generally not deterministic 
and many approaches have been proposed to deal 
with it. Some of them are language specific using 
special knowledge of the language in question to 
obtain the results [5]. Other methods are generally 
language independent [1,3] but they require the 
development of some model of the language (e.g. 
morphophonetic and morphotactic rules).  
In this paper we describe a straightforward 
approach that is language independent, requires no 
model of the language or any other type of pre-
programmed linguistic information and uses a sin-
gle data structure for both analysis and synthesis. 
The structure is a specially structured lexicon that 
contains the lemmas, the inflected forms of the 
words and their grammatical features stored in a 
Directed Acyclic Word Graph (DAWG) [4]. Thus 
the problem of morphological processing is re-
duced to a search in the graph. The structure has 
certain similarities to a lexical transducer [2]: it in-
corporates surface and lexical forms as well as the 
appropriate morphological information. It differs 
in the way these forms and information are stored. 
And since it contains only finite strings, algorithms 
for incremental construction of DAWGs [5,8] can 
be applied to update it. These algorithms are fast 
enough to be used on-line. 
 The proposed method has been applied to 
a Greek-language morphological analyser used in 
the project MITOS1. This analyser proved to be 
much faster (10.000 words/sec) than a two-level 
morphological analyser with the same number of 
lemmas that we used before (20 words/sec) [7,8,9].  
The method is characterised as "straight-
forward" because it directly maps inflected word 
forms to lemmas. The contents of other types of 
morphological processors and lexicons can be 
transferred easily to this structure. Its response is 
instantaneous and it even facilitates content-
addressable search, which is useful in case of cor-
rupted or uncertain input data. The only disadvan-
tage of the method is the large size of the structure, 
which although it is not so serious considering the 
capabilities of modern computer systems, however 
it is adequately confronted by the use of DAWGs. 
 
2. THE MODEL 
2.1 The DAWG Data Structure 
The DAWG (Directed Acyclic Word Graph) [4] is 
a very efficient data structure for lexicon 
representation and fast string matching, with a 
great variety of applications. It is able to store 
finite strings of information in a compact way, tak-
                                                          
1
 Project MITOS (GSRT-EKVAN-2-1.3-102) "Development 
of a data-mining system for the automatic retrieval of 
information from financial news" 
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information in a compact way, taking advantage of 
common prefixes and suffixes in the strings.  
To illustrate this, Fig.1 shows three struc-
tures containing the same strings of information (a 
small lexicon). The strings are stored as directed 
paths on the graphs. They can be retrieved by trav-
ersing the graph from an initial node to a terminal 
node, collecting the labels of the links encoun-
tered. The left graph in Fig.1 is a trie, which util-
izes common string prefixes while representing the 
lexicon. The other two are DAWGs and they util-
ize both common string prefixes and suffixes to 
provide an even more compact representation. 
There are two types of DAWGs. The middle struc-
ture in Fig.1 is a deterministic DAWG, meaning 
that for any of its nodes there are no two departing 
links that have the same label. This property re-
sults to a very efficient search function but adds 
the need of a stop character to mark the end of the 
string. The right structure in Fig.1 represents a 
non-deterministic DAWG. It lacks the aforemen-
tioned property, but it is even more compact. The 
use of non-deterministic DAWGs is generally the 
best choice if we plan to built a processor able to 
function both as an analyser and a synthesiser, but 
if we need only one function, we can obtain even 
better response time by using a deterministic one. 
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Figure 1:  Graph Representations of Strings 
 
2.2 Representation of Word Entries 
Although the example of Fig.1 involves simple 
words, in the proposed method we used a DAWG 
to store entries with much more information. Each 
entry is a string composed by the full (inflected) 
form of the word, its grammatical features, and its 
corresponding lemma. Other information that 
might be useful in some cases, like stem or mor-
photactic information can be uniquely determined 
from the lemma, thus it was not included in the 
representation scheme. If we do need this informa-
tion we can access it via a look-up table using the 
lemma as a key.  
Figure 2 shows an example entry. It illus-
trates how the adjective     
	   (meaning "of 
the more permanent") is represented. A string is 
formed which composes three parts: the full-form 
word (left), its grammatical features (middle) and 
its corresponding lemma (right). The lemma 
 
 (permanent) is stored reversed as fffi . 
This inversion is useful because DAWGs use 
common links for the first and the last parts of the 
stored strings, thus reducing the size of the whole 
structure. And since we obtain better compression 
for Greek words if we combine their prefixes 
rather than their suffixes [6,8], the aforementioned 
inversion helps to produce more compact graphs. 
ËÎÌÈË×20ÏÎÑEKOV((ÐÎËÈÌ×Ë
flffi! #" $&%('&)*)+'
,&-/.0'1
2434576(582:9;:64< =>9fi< 28= ?+@ABADC
E(FHG I J&KMLON
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W8XYV0V Z [\8]#^
_8`/_(aSb c(d
efffHg
hHf8i j k&l8m(no/p8q
r+s8t#u0vHw x y8z {0|4} ~
70  ffH8 S (
Figure 2:  Example of a Word Entry 
The grammatical features are coded in a 
substring of characters separated from the word 
and the lemma by the special symbols "(" and ")". 
For instance, in the string of Fig.2, character "b" 
denotes that the word is in genitive case while 
character "h" suggests single number. The full list 
of Greek grammatical features and their corre-
sponding symbols are shown in Table 1. 
The order of the characters in the substring 
also affects the size of the DAWG. For this reason 
the features that are more dependent on the word 
suffix have been positioned first (close to the suf-
fix), while the ones that are less dependent on the 
suffix have been put last (close to the lemma). The 
proper ordering is also represented in the columns 
of Table 1 from the less suffix-dependent features 
(leftmost column) to the more suffix-dependent 
ones (rightmost column). 
Also note that in Fig.2 there are two char-
acters "E" representing the part-of-speech informa-
tion. The first one refers to the POS of the word, 
while the second one refers to the POS of the 
lemma. Although normally these two are identical, 
this is not always the case. In Greek grammar there 
are adverbs derived from adjectives and participles 
(which are regarded as separate POS) derived from 
verbs. 
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2.3 Search for Analysis and Synthesis 
To access the information contained in a DAWG, a 
simple depth-first search is adequate in most of the 
cases. However, a DAWG is able to facilitate more 
sophisticated search procedures, like a partial or 
content addressable search, since it is able to re-
trieve all entries that match to a given pattern. In 
our case we use two types of patterns: for morpho-
logical analysis we use the pattern word(* to initi-
ate a search from the initial node downwards 
(where * is a wildcard matching any substring); for 
morphological synthesis we use the pattern 
*(features)lemma to initiate a search from the 
terminal node upwards. The searches are generally 
non-deterministic, since there are often more than 
one strings that match the input pattern, but they 
are very fast. 
2.4 Update of the Structure 
For the update of the structure we have developed 
two algorithms (one for deterministic and one for 
non-deterministic DAWGs) that are able to add 
strings in existing DAWGs on-line. The two algo-
rithms are described in detail in [6,8]. Here we 
give only an example of operation in Fig.3: The 
string stair is to be added in a deterministic 
DAWG. The operation is performed in three 
stages. During Stage 1 the prefix of the new string 
is matched to the current contents of the original 
DAWG (Figs.3b-3d). Stage 2 creates the necessary 
links for the remaining part of the string (Fig.3e). 
In Stage 3 the new links are combined with already 
existing ones to obtain a compact representation 
(Figs.3f-i). The updated DAWG (Fig.3j) contains 
all the strings of the original one, plus the new 
PART OF SPEECH TYPE MODE VOICE TENSE MOOD DEGREE GENDER NUMBER PERSON CASE
article (A) Ł       masculine (j) singular (h) nominative (a)
 SS    7  
feminine (k) plural (i) genitive (b)
  ¡>S¢S£¤ ¥ ¤ ¢¦S§¨O© ª«
neutral (l) accusative (c)
noun (N) ¬­ ®>¬S¯­° ±/² masculine (j) singular (h) nominative (a)
³µ´¶¶fi´·4¸ ¹º feminine (k) plural (i) genitive (b)
neutral (l) accusative (c)
vocative (d)
adjective (E) »>¼½¾¿ ÀÁ Â&ÃSÀÄfiÂÅ »¿µÆ Ç È positive (r) masculine (j) singular (h) nominative (a)
ÉÊ ËÌ>Ê Í Î:ÏÐÑfiÌÊ ÒÍOÓ ÔÕ
comparative (s) feminine (k) plural (i) genitive (b)
ÑÐÍ Ö × ØÍ × ÙOÒÖ × ÉÏ4ÏÐÑfiÌÊ ÒÍOÓ Ú Û superlative (t) neutral (l) accusative (c)
ÜÝ ÞÜSÞÝ ß à ÞáSâãOáSäåfiæÝ âãOç è é
vocative (d)
êOëì ì íSêYî ï ð í&ñòSóíô õìµö ÷ø
pronoun (T) ùSúû üýþß ü û ý>þ 	 
 masculine (j) singular (h) first (e) nominative (a)
 ff fiffifl feminine (k) plural (i) second (f) genitive (b)
   ! fl
neutral (l) third (g) accusative (c)
" #ffi$ % #ffi&' (#) * +
vocative (d)
' ,-' .0/1 ' ( #2) 3+
" #% /1 ' ( #2) 465
7 8ffi9 :; ; <=>ffi9 7 ?:@ AffiB
C DEFG C DC H F2I JffiK
LMffiN O PO Q MR S T
verb (V) U V WXYZ U Z [ \] ^_ `a0b c d e2f gh active (y) present (v) indicative (m) singular (h) first (e)
i jffik l mnjoi k i p q2r s t uvwwx y z{ |ffi} passive (z) imperfect (w) conjunctive (n) plural (i) second (f)
~2   ~nffi Ł       past (x) imperative (o) third (g)
  0 ffi pres. perfect (u) infinitive (p)
participle (q)
participle (M)   ¡ ¢£¤¥   ¥ ¦ §¨ ©  ¢ª0  ¥ ¦ §2¨ «  active (y) present (v) participle (q) masculine (j) singular (h) nominative (a)
¥ £ffi  ¡ ¢n£¤¥   ¥ ¦ §2¨ ¬
 ­
¢¤¤¥ ¦ §¨ ®
 passive (z) pres. perfect (u) feminine (k) plural (i) genitive (b)
¯
¥   ° 
¯±
§n£ffi²¥ £³¤Ł¨ ´
 µ
¥ ²²¶ §¨ ·

neutral (l) accusative (c)
£§¸  ¡ ¢¶0¨
ffi
vocative (d)
adverb (R) ¶ ± ª¹¢¶0¨ º  positive (r)
  §
µ­ ±
¡ ¢¶0¨ »

comparative (s)
µ ±
²¢¶¹¨ ¼
 superlative (t)
½¾ffi¿ÀffiÁ Â Á ¿ffiÁ Â Ã Ä2Å Æ Ç
È0ÉÀÊ Â Ë ÌÍ¿Á ÉË ÎÏÅ ÐÇ
Á ÄÀÁ ¿Á Â Ã Ä2Å Ñ6Ç
ÀÄÒ¿Á Â Ã ÄÅ ÓffiÇ
preposition (P)
conjunction (S) È0ÉÔ ÉË ÕÂ À¿ffiÁ Ä2Å Ö Ç
×ÄØ¿Ë ¿Á Â ÀffiÒ2Å ÙÇ
ÉØØÉ×Â Á Â ÉÀffi¿Ú¹Å Û Ç
Â ÀffiÊ ÄË ÄnÀÁ Â ¿Ú¹Å Æ Ç
ÄffiÜØÚ ¿À¿ffiÁ ÉË ÎÏÅ ÐffiÇ
×ØffiÄÈ¹Â ¿Ú0Å ÑÝÇ
Á ÄnÌØÉË ¿Ú0Å ÓffiÇ
È0¿¾ffi×¿nÚÅ ÞÇ
È0ÉÀffiÕÂ Á Â ÉÀ¿Ú¹Å ß Ç
ÄÃ ÄÀÁ ¾¿Ú¹Å àffiá
â ãäåæ ç è éffiêŁë ìîí
ï ðñï òï ó ô ðŁõ ö¹÷
ø0ùúûüý üffiþ ß   
particle (I) 
	  	 
    
 


	  

   ff
fifl ffi





fi ff   ! "

 fi    fffi# $

 %
 #ff   ! &


ff '! (

exclamation (F)
abbreviation (G)
other (X)
Table 1:  Coding of Grammatical Features for Greek 
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string. This operation is quite efficient to be used 
on-line. Moreover, we have shown [10] that if the 
original DAWG is minimal (i.e. it has the least 
possible number of nodes) then the updated 
DAWG is guaranteed to be also minimal. 
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Figure 3:  The String "stair" is Added in a Deterministic DAWG 
